ELMAR study trip to Norway
Electric passenger ships and ferries
Bergen and surrounding / NO
17-20 Sept 2018
Summary Report

Final Agenda:
Monday, 17 Sept 2018: Arrival of participants/ Introduction /Statens vegvesen
Time

Topic
Individual travelling to Bergen
18:30 Welcome and short introduction of participants,
Brief presentation of the agenda of the 2 days
trip - Scandic Flesland Airport hotel,
Lønningsveien 9, 5258 Blomsterdalen
19.00 Statens vegvesens efforts to electrify more
than 50 ferries until 2020
Q/A

Responsible
Participants
All

Anders Sæternes,
Statens vegvesen,
Special advisor and head of the
“Ferry” group in western Norway

20:00 Meeting at lobby of hotel, Joint dinner at a
restaurant nearby or in the hotel (self-paying)

Tuesday, 18 Sept 2018: Bergen / Oppedal-Lavik / Voss
Time
08:00
08:15
10:30

Topic
Check out from Scandic Flesland Airport hotel
Departure from the hotel, bus transfer
Arrival at the “Ampere” ferry, Ytre Oppedal,
crossing to Lavik
11:00 Arrival at the venue, Lavik Fjord Hotel,
Hotellbakken 3, 6947 Lavik

Responsible
Participants

Car ferry “Ampere” – test drive and expert session
11:30 The charging facility – Stemmann Technik
Q/A
12:30 Lunch break
13:30 The electric drive system – Siemens Norge
Q/A
15:00 Test drive and on-site visit
Q/A
16:30 Coffee break
17:00 Departure from the venue, brown bag dinner
20:00 Arrival at Fleischer’s Hotel, Voss

Georg Matzku, International
sales manager Europe at
Stemmann-Technik GmbH
Jan Robert Ødegård,
Communication manager at
Siemens Norge
Norled Crew
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Wednesday, 19 Sept 2018: Flåm / Gudvangen / Omastrand / Bergen
Time
06:30
07:15
07:30
08:45

Topic
Breakfast
Check out from Fleischer’s Hotel,
Storing of luggage in the charter coach
Departure from the hotel
Arrival at the “Future of the Fjords”, Flåm

Responsible
Participants

Passenger vessel “Future of the Fjords” – visit of the charging station and test drive
09:00
11:30
12:30
15:15

Tourism close to the nature and innovative
charging technology – the sightseeing vessel
“Future of the Fjords”
Lunch in Gudvangen (self paying)
Departure from Gudvangen
Arrival at Fjellstrand AS, Omastrand

Sandra Nekkøy., Deputy CEO
the Fjords

Fjellstrand shipyard – Fjord1 car ferry new buildings
15:30
18:30
21:00

Work in progress – new zero emission ferry
under construction at the Fjellstrand AS
shipyard
Departure from Fjellstrand AS
Arrival at Scandic Flesland Airport hotel, Bergen

Edmund Tolo., sales manager
Fjellstrand AS

Thursday, 20 Sept 2018: Departure of participants
Time

Topic
Individual travelling back home

Responsible
Participants
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Participants:
No Title Surname

First name

Organisation / English

1

Mr. Arndt

Harald

Neptun Ship Design GmbH

2

Mr. Bajohr

Maurice

Torqeedo GmbH

3

Mr. Blomberg

Jussi

MEYER TURKU Oy

4

Mr. Deinrych

Zbigniew

North South Logistics and Transport Cluster

5

Mr

Vassilij

Klaipeda University

6

Ms. Fischbeck

Katrin

Hanseatic City of Stralsund

7

Mr. Forkiewicz

Marcin

Gdansk Technical University

8

Mr. Fürst

Peter

Hanseatic City of Stralsund

9

Mr. Gabler

Björn

GA-MA Consulting GmbH

10

Mr. Garbe

Robert

Weiße Flotte

11

Mr. Gulden

Johannes

Stralsund University of Applied Science - Institute for
Renewable EnergySystems

Djackov

12 Ms. Guseinoviene Eleonora

Klaipeda University

13

Mr. John

Alexander

ATI Küste GmbH

14

Mr. Junemann

Dr. Dennis

IAV GmbH

15

Mr. Jung

Stefan

IAV GmbH

16 Ms. Magdzinska

Magdalena

Gdansk International Fair

17

Mr

Jens

GA-MA Consulting GmbH

18

Mr. Matzku

Georg Franz STEMMANN-TECHNIK GmbH

19

Mr. Michael

Deutmeyer

EAS Batteries GmbH

Ewa

Gdansk International Fair

Masuch

20 Ms. Niemczyk

21 Ms. Pauliukoniene Romute

Klaipeda University

22

Mr. Rahmyer

Heinrich

MEYER WERFT GmbH & Co. KG

23

Mr. Sklarow

Andreas

Weiße Flotte

24 Ms. Sommer

Romy

Economic Development Corporation Vorpommern mbH

25 Ms. Voss

Liane

Stralsund University of Applied Science - Institute for
Renewable EnergySystems

26

Mr. Wolski

Leszek

Electrotechncial Institute Poland

27

Mr. Zapnickas

Tomas

Green Boats
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Short programme summary and impressions from the trip:
Day 1 – 17 Sep. 2018:
Statens Vegvesens efforts to electrify more than 50 ferries until 2020
The fully electric “Ampere” ferry would most likely not have been built yet, if there was no
public interest in fostering climate friendly technology. Statens vegvesen is responsible for
the Norwegian traffic infrastructure as well as its construction and maintenance. Anderas
Saeternes, Special advisor and head of the “Ferry” group of Statens Vegvesen in western
Norway introduced how it fulfils the governmental decisions in establishing new
environmental friendly traffic routes. The goal is to not only have one fully battery driven ferry
in Norway, but more than 50 until the end of 2020.
The presentation is attached to this summary report.
Day 2 – 18 Sep. 2018:
Car ferry “Ampere” – test drive and expert session
The “Ampere” is the world’s first 100% battery-driven ferry and operates on the LavikOppedal crossing. It is already under operation for 3 years, so that practical insights and
lessons learned are available from different perspectives. The participants had the
opportunity the take several test drives of the ferry and inspect the switchboard, the bridge
and the ferry charger system. The crew of the ferry operator Norled on board and the experts
were available for answering technical questions to the participants.
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The charging system for the “Ampere” ferry was built by Stemmann-Technik in cooperation
with Siemens Norge as the system integrator. The very system installed at the LavikOppedal crossing is a pantograph. Meanwhile Stemmann-Technik has also made experience
with building the opposing connector system. Franz-Georg Matzku from Stemmann-Technik
presented the charging solution of the “Ampere” and also provided more general information
about the evolution of charging technology and future developments.
The presentation is attached to this summary report.

Siemens Norge implemented the system integration for the “Ampere” ferry. It installed the
electric propulsion system of the “Ampere” ferry which integrates Siemens’ BluDrive Plus C
solutions. The overall output of the motors adds up to 1.000 kWh. Jan Robert Ødegård, sales
manager of Siemens Norge provided a very comprehensive presentation about the
technology plugged to the Ampere ferry and beyond. Furthermore he introduced the battery
system developed by Siemens.
The presentation is attached to this summary report.
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Impressions from the trip on the “Ampere”:
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Day 3 – 19 Sep. 2018:
Passenger vessel “Future of the Fjords” – visit of the charging station and test drive
Participants had the opportunity to go on a test drive from Flåm to Gudvangen with the
“Future of the Fjords”. It is a carbon-fibre catamaran that can carry 400 passengers. This
passenger ship is operated by “the Fjords”, which is a subsidiary of the tourism development
company Flåm AS and the ferry operator Fjord1. The “Future of the Fjords” is an evolution of
the hybrid electric passenger ferry “Vision of the Fjords”.
During the test drive participants had the chance to visit the battery room and the bridge and
to take conversations on the technological aspects of the “Future of the Fjords”. Sandra
Nekkøy, Deputy CEO the Fjords gave a presentation, in which she a.o. explained the
reasons for switching to electric drive systems. The unique charging solution for the “Future
of the Fjords” works with a 2.4MWh battery pack. The recharging of the ship is managed with
help of this battery pack called “PowerDock” since the local grid network would not have the
capacity to directly charge the “Future of the Fjords”. After the test drive there was the
chance to inspect the charging station.
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Some impression from the trip with the “Future of the Fjords”:
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Work in progress – new zero emission ferry under construction at the Fjellstrand AS
shipyard
Fjellstrand AS was the shipyard building the “Ampere” ferry. Edmund Tolo, sales manager
from Fjellstrand, gave an insight into the companies history and current projects.
Partners had the opportunity to inspect the construction process of the newest zero emission
ferry which Fjellstrand AS constructs for Fjord1. Its an evolution of the “Ampere” design. The
ferry is constructed in the form of a catamaran with an aluminium hull and can carry 120
cars, 12 trucks and up to 296 passengers. Participants took a look at the building progress,
got information on the development and lessons learned regarding the construction and
design of battery ferries. Its is planned to start operation of the ferry on the route Halhjem Våge in 2020.
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Some impression from the Fjellstrand shipyard visit”:
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